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i bought my iphone in oct 2014. it has been unresponsive ever since (even on my own phone, i've
thrown it on the floor, and it still works flawlessly). i have used it for years, and i can recall no issues

at all. i have the same issue -- all of my apps close at once and i get an unresponsiveness error
screen (that i don't see, as my phone freezes). the only way to get it to open again is to restart the
phone and power it on. apple's locked down my phone so much my 3rd gen nook is better. more

apps, better battery life, bigger screen, faster, and better price. some may be able to run ios on the
iphone, but an engineering effort would have to be undertaken to get the phone to do that, hence

apple's locked it down. bank accounts offer you convenient access to your money and protection to
help you manage your finances and your finances, even when youre not around. chase bank has

built a reputation for flexibility, understanding and reliability, and our products and services offer you
choices you can depend on. chase bank offers personal and business accounts, online and mobile
banking, access to credit cards and financing, bill payment and checking, investing and insurance
coverage. don't have a chase bank checking account? find out if one is right for you. for more than
110 years, chase bank has been a pillar of strength for customers looking for responsible banking.
whether we're offering products that help you save, protect your family and home, manage your
finances, or help you build a strong credit history or balance, we're here to help you as a trusted

partner.
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thanks for pointing this out. after a couple hours of trying to figure out if i’m doing this the right way
and/or if i am missing something, i went and read your explanation. its not my phone. i’m working on

my own one right now. hope everyone enjoys this christmas! thanks again for you help. the same
problem happens. i had very fresh install on my iphone xs. it was working fine for few hours. then

the following message shows up on the iphone. it doesn’t matter which app i use to open the
downloads. i tried several times but it happened again. i cleared my iphone data to make sure it was
a fresh. i tried disabling automatic downloads but no good. can anybody help me? hi, i am wondering
how you clean the app cache? i keep getting the loading app and don’t know how to clear it. i have
done all the updates but still do not see the app. it works when you are connected to wifi but not
once you clear your data and start fresh. got the same message on my iphone 6+ and received a

manual reset after trying everything on this list but i have had the app downloaded and used the app
for at least 24 hours with no issues. is there anything else to try? chase download problems…….
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chase does not issue any user manual that tells the how to resolve this. this is ridiculous. please all
chase customer, tell chase to post the correct manual on how to use the app and resolve this issue.
is it the banking app or the operating system? please help and contact me for the issue. my name is

tony i just have the same problem, i unlocked the device and can’t use the app after using it for a
couple of hours. the message comes right when i open the app. it is an app store app and i got a 1.7

update from the app store the previous day. 5ec8ef588b
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